Industry Metrics

- Before now, the industry standard was to spin nuts by hand at about one minute per foot.
- *823,000,000 ft of threaded rod sold in the U.S. in a year
- An assembly usually requires more than one nut
- Assuming that only one nut is threaded over just 25% of the total linear feet, then 3,400,000 man hours are spent spinning these nuts each year.
- At 10 times faster the NutBoss could save over 3,000,000 man hours a year.
- Considering the wages of the average construction worker, the benefit is apparent.

*From the U.S. Dept. of Commerce

“ I believe in working smarter, not harder. I was able to build the supports quicker than I ever have before”

--Testimonial
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“The world is hanging by a thread”
1. The NutBoss is a revolutionary new tool. There’s nothing else like it.
2. The NutBoss spins nuts onto all-thread rod 10 times faster than by hand.
3. The NutBoss saves time and money the first minute it’s put to use.
4. The NutBoss reduces jobsite injuries by preventing wear and tear to the wrists, hands and fingers.
5. The NutBoss is simple and safe with no training needed.
6. The NutBoss is a quality industrial tool with a professional, sleek design.
7. The NutBoss is versatile and durable with low upfront cost.
8. The NutBoss has applications to all the mechanical construction trades and maintenance fields.
9. The NutBoss is the only provider of this unique tool.
10. The answer to, “There’s got to be a better way,” ... is the NutBoss!

The NutBoss is an innovative new tool for spinning nuts on all-thread rod. The linear feet of threaded rod sold in the U.S. are in the hundreds of millions. All applications for all-thread rod involve spinning a nut onto the thread and every single inch has been done by hand...until now!

The NutBoss is a rubber cone, molded onto a quick bit shaft, mounted in a drill and applied to the nut. Using friction, the nut is spun quickly up the rod limited only by the speed of the drill. This tool should be indispensable to every tradesperson worldwide. Everyone who must spin a nut will want the NutBoss.